paratively slow, they likewise give rise to excitement, produced however in so slow and imperceptible manner as not to be obvious, but to be inferred by a concomitant expenditure of the excitability: when a stimulant has an operation of the latter kind, it is in common language denominated a sedative.
The term sedative is here used to express the action of a stimulant slowly operating. When applied to digitalis, it has this sense; but it has another acceptation, when used to signify the negative operation of privative qualities : thus it is said that darkness and cold are sedatives. in this last sense, its acceptation is exclusively relative: it has relation to a state of greater stimulation; and in that view it implies a diminution of excitement. This will appear evident, when it is considered that we are acquainted with no absolute privative qualities; for small degrees of heat or light are called sedative, only because their operation is privative in relation to that of the usual and grateful quantities of these fluids. 
